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video marketing is a relatively new area of online business, and the success or failure of your marketing campaign depends upon the quality of the video you create. most video software is really a glorified screen capture tool, but camtasia makes it easy to produce high-quality, finished videos from your screen. it lets you easily record your mouse, trackpad, multitouch gestures, or even map out the movement of an object you wish to highlight. the features for drawing with your finger are pretty slick as well. you can even record webcam activity. the downside of
camtasia is that it costs $299. you can get a free 30-day trial version, but it's a pretty basic product. however, as long as you don't need advanced tools for video editing or creating funny business, the basic version should be sufficient. the good news is that you can save your previous screen recordings by exporting them as a.mov file. you can also easily capture an image or even a single line of text from your screen. another cool feature is the customize module for camtasia, which lets you capture specific sections of your screen, such as an application window

or a web page, allowing you to create customized advertisements. the application also lets you specify the editing window size for each recorded segment of your content. here is a key point to make a point about camtasia studio 8: when it comes to making cool videos, no tool is better than the people who make it, and techsmith has established a reputation for creating innovative technology. the new camtasia 8.1 software is a great tool for creating compelling video content for the web. overall, it's a great solution for marketers.
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